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〇SSⅡ Lectures for Senior High School Students at
Some lectures for senior high school

year, were held on Aug. 18th and 19

S.H.S. and Takada S.H.S took part in them.

lectures held by professors and graduate students.

were more interested in the study

career.

〇Study in the Research institute
On Aug. 22nd, applicants went to the research institute

Niigata University. This year, 29 1st year

listened to interesting lectures about

see the research and did the experiments

They could get the expertise from professo

and have a great day. We hope some of the student

to be a doctor in the future.

■ 生徒の感想

・Before I went to the laboratory, I was anxious because I thought of the brain as

difficult. But I could get details and I had a great time. I could see the unknown world

and it was really interesting. I want to learn more.

・In the lecture, we learned the diseases and disorder on the brain and we listened to the

advanced medical treatment in order to cure them. I found the medical treatment

making a great progress. It was good t

such as MRI and experience it.
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r Senior High School Students at NUT
Some lectures for senior high school students at Nagaoka University of Technology, which we have every

and 19th. 2nd year students in the science and mathematics

took part in them. They interacted with each other. Students attended the advanced

professors and graduate students. Performing experiments using

interested in the study at university. It looks like the students think

Study in the Research institute on the Brain in Niigata University
On Aug. 22nd, applicants went to the research institute on the brain in

year students took part in it. They

listened to interesting lectures about the brain in the morning. They could

and did the experiments in 4 laboratories in the afternoon.

from professors in the advanced laboratories

the students will have the resolutions

Before I went to the laboratory, I was anxious because I thought of the brain as

difficult. But I could get details and I had a great time. I could see the unknown world

eresting. I want to learn more.

In the lecture, we learned the diseases and disorder on the brain and we listened to the

advanced medical treatment in order to cure them. I found the medical treatment

making a great progress. It was good to have the chance to see the medical instruments

such as MRI and experience it.
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Nagaoka University of Technology, which we have every

mathematics course in Kashiwazaki

. Students attended the advanced

using university facilities, they

think more about their future
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Before I went to the laboratory, I was anxious because I thought of the brain as something

difficult. But I could get details and I had a great time. I could see the unknown world

In the lecture, we learned the diseases and disorder on the brain and we listened to the

advanced medical treatment in order to cure them. I found the medical treatment

o have the chance to see the medical instruments

Observing iPS cells

Trying the MRI


